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america papered the world!
In amerIca, BanK note enGravInG emerGed at

the turn of the 18th century. John coney (cony), who was
born in Boston in 1655, could be the first american to engrave
upon copper. the archives of massachusetts for 1702 acknowl-
edge the colony's indebtedness to John coney (cony) "for grav-
ing plates for Bills of credit." coney is known to have engraved
massachusetts notes dated november 21, 1702, november 21,
1708, and may 31, 1710.

Within four decades, some 20 years before the american
revolution, the art of engraving in america had made important
advances. the art was developed by nathaniel hurd, henry
dawkins, robert aitken, paul revere, amos doolittle and peter
rushton maverick.

By the mid-19th century, american security engraving, exe-
cuted on steel, had set the standard throughout the world.

Jacob perkins' invention of siderography was soon called
the “american system.” siderography is the process through
which an engraved plate is reproduced by a cylinder of soft steel
(called a “roll”) that is moved back and forth over the hard-steel
original. engraved details that are recessed on the plate transfer
as raised details on the roll. the soft-steel roll is then hardened
and moved over soft-steel plates to prepare precise copies. the
soft-steel copies are then hardened.

In 1858 individual engravers and engraving companies that
evolved from the early 18th century came together to form
american Bank note company (aBnco). this company literal-
ly “papered” the world. By 1959 aBnco and its affiliates had
prepared bank notes for 115 countries, or all but about 18 coun-
tries in existence at the time.

By 1878 the Bureau of engraving and printing (Bep) was
charged with the responsibility for engraving and printing all
U.s. postage stamps and security paper. (Before that time it had
shared the responsibility with private security-printing compa-
nies.) the United states was the engraving center of the world,
and bank notes that emanated from aBnco and the Bep are
examples of the "golden age" of the art.

on a trip to czechoslovakia (now the czech republic) in
1990, I visited the state printing Works
for securities in prague. In the engrav-
ing room I noticed about six bank note
engravings hanging on the wall; these
were used as models for apprentice por-
trait and picture engravers. (apprentice
portrait engravers, who spend up to 10
years perfecting their craft, often copy
subjects from existing bank notes.) at
least two models on the wall were works
from the american “golden age.”

one was the vignette the Great
Eagle created by William croome
(1790-1860) and engraved by alfred
Jones (1819- 1900) . this vignette
appears on numerous U.s. registered
and coupon bonds, and the $50, three-
year interest-bearing treasury notes
(h[essler] 946-948) authorized by the
act of July 17, 1861. this same eagle
was also copied by apprentice american
engravers, including William o. marks
(b. 1899)  at the Bep and British
engraver Joseph Keen (1919-2004).

the other engraving I noticed in
prague was a portrait of e.d. Baker
originally engraved by charles Burt
(1823-1892). Baker's portrait was used
on the $5,000 currency certificate of
deposit (h1441 & 1442) authorized by
the act of June 8, 1872.

there is less and less need for hand
engraving. this highly specialized craft
is rapidly being supplanted by photoen-
graving and computerized imaging.

sadly, it is becoming, to use the words of contemporary
engravers, “a dinosaur art.”
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Above:  A three-year $50 interest-bearing treasury note proof with The Great Eagle.   Below:  A
canceled certificate of deposit with the portrait of E.D. Baker.
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